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Abstract 
This paper presents a novel European Master programme on Software Engineering (SE), 

being put forward by four leading institutions from Sweden, UK, Netherlands and Italy. The 
Global SE European Master (GSEEM) programme aims to provide students with an 
excellence in SE based on sound theoretical foundations and practical experience, as well as 
to prepare them to participate in global development of complex and large software systems. 
GSEEM has been designed with two noteworthy aspects: 1) Three specialization profiles in 
which the consortium excels: Software Architecting, Real-time Embedded Systems 
Engineering, and Web Systems and Services Engineering. 2) An innovative concept of 
"shared modules", delivered together by multiple institutions. Four types of shared modules 
are foreseen: "parallel" twin modules which run remotely between universities, "shifted" 
modules which teach SE concepts incrementally with shifts in study locations and timeline, 
"complementary" modules in which complementary SE concepts are taught in parallel 
through shared projects, and “common” modules which share the presentations and the 
project. The profiles realize "integrated knowledge" by complementing partial knowledge 
available at partner institutions.  

The paper presents some of the important issues faced during the design of the program 
and explains how GSEEM achieves the objectives of educating global software engineers. 
The lessons learned from the GSEEM design are of technical, pedagogical and 
organisational/administrative nature.  
 

1. Introduction 
Software Engineering addresses the development of complex software systems by 

using a systematic engineering approach, providing theories, methods and tools for 
solving complex and often interdisciplinary problems. Since software permeates every 
aspect of our society, its engineering is of crucial importance for successful and 
efficient development of a large variety of products and services. The increased 
globalization of software development is creating software engineering challenges due 
to the impact of time zones, diversity of culture and communication, or distance, and 
requires novel techniques, tools, and practices to overcome numerous difficulties and to 
take advantage of the opportunities such environments entail. A new term has been 
recently established to identify such globalization - Global Software Engineering - and 
new events have been introduced focused on this topic [19]. 

Based on current challenges and needs in the software engineering field, a growing 
demand for software engineers with different skills can be clearly seen. The 
development of large software-intensive systems is essential in many different business 
domains (including telecommunications, industrial automation, avionics and automotive 



industries, consumer electronics, in-house intelligent devices), different types of 
information systems, and web-based and service-oriented systems (such as e-
government, e-health, traffic control, etc.). This is for example, expressed by the EU 
initiatives ARTEMIS [2] (Advanced Research and Development of Embedded 
Intelligent Systems) and NESSI [24] (Networked European Software and Services 
Initiative), the strategic research platforms for the EU Research Framework FP7. 
Further, appropriate and coordinated education in these areas is perceived as a strong 
requirement [13]. 

The main objective of the GSEEM programme is to educate students to become 
excellent development engineers, service engineers, system architects, project 
managers,  team leaders, information analysts and policy advisors equally in Europe 
and in other continents. While such positions are very attractive, they are also 
challenging. They require not only excellence in technical expertise but also social 
competence [21]. Typically, software engineers are leading or are involved in team 
projects, which are often distributed, mobile, and in which members have diverse skills, 
different backgrounds, and may speak different languages. Software Engineering must 
address these challenges not only through the development of new techniques, practices 
and tools but also by educating a new type of a global software engineer with a wider 
critical view on learning, knowledge and experience. 

The GSEEM programme originated from teacher-student mobility agreements 
between the partner universities under the Erasmus Socrates programme. Additional 
impetus came from the Erasmus Mundus programme [12] which supports selected 
European master courses and aims to prepare European citizens for life in a global, 
intercultural and knowledge-based society.  

The academic programme is offered by a consortium comprising Mälardalen 
University (MDH) - Sweden, University of L’Aquila (UDA) - Italy, University of 
Westminster (WU)- UK, and VU University Amsterdam (VU) - The Netherlands. By 
building the consortium, the universities significantly added value to their existing 
individual curricula in a common curriculum, which covers different but highly related 
areas important for an integrated approach to global software development. The focus 
of the programme is on Software Architecting, Software Engineering of Real-time 
Embedded Systems, and Web Systems and Services Engineering. In the development of 
the common programme, and synchronization and management of differences between 
the sites, we have encountered many problems and met many challenges of different 
nature: academic, administrative, organizational and economical. In this paper we 
discuss the challenges and our solutions, as well as our innovative approach in 
education of global software engineering. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we briefly present related work. 
Section 3 introduces the GSEEM programme and outlines some of the issues. Section 4 
and 5 describe the issues related to creating a joint curriculum and programme 
(academic, administrative, organizational, and economical) and provide a description of 
GSEEM solutions to such issues. Section 6 describes the experience of the partner 
institutions in conducting shared modules. The conclusions are given in Section 7.  
 
 

2. Related Work  
Both industry and academia have recognized the need for adjustments in SE 

education, to effectively train the future generations of global software engineers. We 
are not aware of any comprehensive approach in this direction except for a few isolated 



efforts and experiences worldwide. The ACM job migration task force stresses in [3] 
the difficulties in translating an educational response to offshoring into practical 
curricula, and points out that the US educational system is still in the process of 
identifying the curriculum changes essential to address application domain knowledge 
and global workplace in order to keep its innovative edge.  

Berglund [5] postulates fundamental questions on the what, why, how and where of 
the learning experience of the computer science students. This case study was based on 
student interviews carried out in a distributed project course given jointly by Uppsala 
University, Sweden, and Grand Valley State University, USA, under the ‘Runestone 
initiative’. Here, the focus is on the way the students perceive their learning 
environment, to unearth the complex relationships between material taught in the 
course, and the many ways of experiencing an advanced learning environment like the 
one including global issues. Navarro and van der Hoek [23] experimented with a project 
involving students coming from different specializations, hence adding interdisciplinary 
backgrounds. The work of Verkamo et al. [28] focused on distributed cross-cultural SE. 
They carried out a case study in two universities in Finland and Russia where they 
observe that initial cultural differences are solved by experience during the project.  

Favela and Pena-Mora [15] with their distributed SE laboratory share with us similar 
experience and observations. They established this kind of shared module in which a 
Mexican and a North American institute let students carry out common projects. Like 
us, they encountered problems in communication, team building, technology use and 
cultural differences. In their report they suggest five critical principles to help the 
students in dealing with distributed development. From these we learn that the students 
need to start the project with some kind of warm-up phase where they get to know each 
other, set their own collaboration rules and play with the available communication 
tools. This helps them getting prepared for the inter-cultural differences they will 
encounter during the project, as emphasized by Kruchten [22]. Damian et al.[8]  report 
about an SE project involving students from Canada, Australia and Italy, and focusing 
on global customer-developer interaction. While their experience and findings are very 
similar to ours, they put more emphasis on tool support and the ability to carry out 
technical tasks in a distributed manner and in delivering high-quality results.  

Although global SE has received recognition as a discipline both in practice and 
academia (e.g. [19]), education of global software engineers has not reached the SE 
curricula yet. The valuable initiatives to update SE curricula on a global level 
(SWEBOK [6], ACM/IEEE [1]) do not yet address the emerging aspects of global SE. 
ACM Computing Curricula 2005 [1] mentions outsourcing, offshoring, and job 
migration merely in the context of the pace of change in the workplace and fails to 
acknowledge the fact that students need to be prepared for global software 
development. Similarly, the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK [6]) 
conspicuously does not include any reference to global software development. Inputs 
from related initiatives should also be taken into account. For instance, human aspects 
in SE (like in [17]) should be brought into and extended for educating global software 
engineers. Herbsleb [18] describes a number of challenges in technical coordination of 
globally distributed projects. Hawthorne and Perry [16] provide an interesting 
discussion of the education aspects that should be broadened to cover issues relevant to 
global SE: examples include ethical issues (not directly modified but exacerbated by 
distance and diversity), and use of SE techniques in a global context (like requirements 
elicitation techniques, architectural design techniques, or project management). 
 



3. Designing the GSEEM 
 

The main objective of the GSEEM programme is to educate and train Master students 
for becoming global software engineers, with excellent technical expertise and 
profound social competence.  

For this purpose, the four partners in GSEEM have defined a joint European Master 
programme on Software Engineering (starting from the academic year 2007-2008) 
which will allow GSEEM students to:  

• live and study in different EU countries in order to get accustomed to different 
working and living environments;  

• experience the technical challenges and the social and cultural diversity;  
• achieve mastery over  English for effective communication; 
• learn how to communicate in a global network, in a global team (especially using 

modern communication tools and media); 
• interpret and sensitively exploit diversity in their professional (and personal) life 
• learn challenges and regulations related not only to a specific country, but EU 

wide (e.g., EU patents, EU privacy and security regulations, EU location-specific 
SE challenges and ongoing research).  
 

In brief, our goal is to educate global software engineers well-trained to succeed in the 
global workplace. For reaching such objectives and meeting such requirements, the 
GSEEM programme is being designed to provide an integrated and harmonized list of 
modules from the four sites, covering the most relevant technical and social aspects of 
current software engineering. An appropriate framework and rules facilitating students’ 
mobility were defined and validated.  

To achieve this, many issues need to be addressed properly. They are both of 
academic and non-academic (administrative, organizational, economical) nature. We 
discuss these issues and the solutions provided by GSEEM in the next two sections.  
 
 
4. Academic Issues and GSEEM solutions 

  
4.1. Teaching issues 
 
Since its inception in 1999, the Bologna Process has put in motion a series of reforms 
needed to make European education more compatible and comparable, more competitive and 
more attractive for Europeans and for students and scholars from other continents. The main 
goal of the Bologna Process is to create a European Higher Education by 2010, where 
students can choose from a wide and transparent range of high quality courses and benefit 
from smooth recognition procedures [26]. 

GSEEM has been designed to accomplish the Bologna Process objectives, towards the 
implementation of a double degree programme among the four partner universities. The 
issues we faced during the GSEEM design process can be summarized in the following: 

• Building a unified, harmonized and compatible view of different courses in different 
universities: the four universities in GSEEM had already recognized degrees in Computer 
Science or Software Engineering. When building a joint programme, the main issues have 
been: how to select the subset of modules to be taught in GSEEM, to avoid modules 



repetition and maximize the professional skills acquired by GSEEM students; how to 
make this a unique program on the EU-level Master and not just the sum of existing 
modules; how to balance theoretical lectures, with lab work and practical group projects.   

• Breaking the barrier of distance: communication is one of the most important issues 
when building a distributed Master programme among four EU universities spread into 
four countries. We enable communication in two complementary ways: (i) encouraging 
communication between the sites using modern internet-based communication 
technologies, and (ii) enabling exchange of students and teachers. So far, the most 
relevant issues here have been: how to handle student mobility among the four 
universities; how to adjust study periods, schedules and thesis preparation while limiting 
students’ travel expenses.   

• Impact of cultural differences on the way courses are taught: students from different 
universities in different countries have different prior education, cultural backgrounds, 
and attitudes. Students in different universities have different degrees of objectives, study 
independence, competitiveness, and project management abilities. Such diversities have 
to be understood, critically analysed and strategically utilised so to make cultural 
differences an added value.  

• Breaking the barrier of communication; relationships student-teacher (and student-
student) in an international study programme: the student-teacher relationships vary from 
one country/university to another. It can be very formal and hierarchical or informal and 
egalitarian, student-centric or teacher-centric. Even the relationships among students can 
vary, when students from different countries are expected to work together. Those issues 
have to be analyzed so to break the barrier of communication.  

 
4.2. GSEEM solutions 

The four main issues listed above have been carefully analyzed and the following 
subsections describe how GSEEM handles them. 

4.2.1 Building a unified, harmonized and compatible view of different courses in 
different universities 

This has been one of the most important issues and our solutions are based on three 
key concepts of (i) integration, (ii) profile orientation and (iii) shared teaching. 

Integration. Software Engineering is a very broad area and very often the programmes 
of SE focus on particular aspects or domains. The idea in the integration approach is to 
effectively utilise the expertise accumulated at the four universities and build a common 
programme that can cover large areas and at the same time keep depth and detail. From 
a technical perspective the programme offers an overall and integrated knowledge in 
Software Engineering. Integrated approach is achieved with two measures: (i) It is 
ensured that the partners institutions provide a common basic knowledge that is 
implemented by a set of similar modules and similar teaching styles and procedures, 
and by (ii) combining specialties of partner institutions in Web Services and Embedded 
Systems with Software Architecture as the integrating factor. Integration of these areas 
is a clearly visible trend in industry and research. 
 
Profiles. The GSEEM programme provides Master education in Software Engineering 
with a focus on the domains that are strategically important for IT and IT-intensive 



products and services, characteristic for the modern society of today and future. 
GSEEM provides insights into these domains both separately and in an integrated way 
by offering modules that crosscut these areas. GSEEM has three separate Profiles: 

The Software Architecting (SA) Profile comprises general principles for the 
analysis, design and management of large and complex software systems. These 
principles can be applied to various types of software systems and include different 
development approaches and techniques. GSEEM focuses on modern trends that will 
dominate the future of software development including dynamic architectures, 
component-based software engineering, service-oriented architectures, interoperability 
and global system development. 

The Real-time Embedded Systems Engineering (ES) Profile is related to the 
domains of embedded and real-time systems. Such systems are increasingly present in 
all aspects of human life, as practically all products of today include embedded 
software (from mobile phones, sensors and communication devices, to large products 
such as vehicles or airplanes). Such systems require knowledge of Software 
Engineering to provide solutions related to reliability, safety, resource usage, 
timeliness, predictability and similar properties. The Profile is focused on modelling 
and analysis of these properties and real-time embedded systems life-cycle.  

The Web Systems and Services Engineering (WS) Profile focuses on Web and 
Internet distributed applications and services. Like embedded systems, this class of 
applications is rapidly growing and playing an increasingly important role in industry 
and in everyday life. Web applications require specific solutions related to concerns 
such as security, integrity, timeliness, performance and usability. The focus of this 
Profile is on architectural engineering, interoperability, implementation, testing and 
deployment using component-based and model-based technologies.  

 
Table 1. shows how the four universities contribute to the three Profiles. 
 

Table 1. GSEEM Profiles 
 

Profile MDH UDA VU WU 
SA - Software Architecting X X X X 
ES - Real-time Embedded Systems Engineering X   X 
WS - Web Systems and Services Engineering   X X 

  

Shared teaching and training. From a global perspective, the GSEEM students will 
experience the technical challenges and the social and cultural diversity of global 
development. The modules with accompanying projects are carried out in an integrated 
way across multiple universities, either by running them in parallel and letting the 
students interact on a distributed network, or through mobility by letting the students 
bring the technical and cultural experience gained at one university to a second one.  
The consortium is realizing the innovative concept of shared modules, each delivered 
jointly by two or three institutions, and resulting in common teams built from both 
students and teachers from different universities. Some modules intensively use 
distributed teaching and teachers’ mobility.  

Communication, collaboration, and coordination are three main challenges in global 
SE. Co-located teams can collaborate using traditional data sharing devices (e.g., 
whiteboard, projector, flip-board) and computer supported cooperative tools (e.g., 
shared knowledge database, project management tools, groupware). However, in a 



global and distributed context, collaboration becomes more difficult and novel means 
are needed [19]. In the GSEEM context, teachers and students will use innovative tools 
to participate in the shared modules (this method has been successfully tested in the 
ongoing collaborative teaching at MDH and is starting at both VU and UDA).  

Four types of shared modules have been designed (see  
Figure 1): 
• parallel twin modules run remotely between universities, 
• shifted modules, teaching SE concepts incrementally with shifts in study 

locations and timeline,  
• complementary modules in which complementary SE concepts are taught in 

parallel through shared projects, and  
• common modules, which share the presentations and the projects. The 

presentations are performed on site and sent online to other sites.  
 

Parallel modulesModule A Diliverable A

Module A Diliverable A

+/- Comparision

time

Site A

Site B

Shifted modulesModule A Diliverable A

Module B Diliverable A
time

Site A

Site B

Common modules
Module A Diliverable A

time

Site A

Site B

Complementary modulesModule A

Diliverable A

Module B
time

Site A

Site B

 
 

Figure 1: Types of Shared Modules 
 
Different types of shared modules emphasise different aspects of global SE. Common 

modules correspond to virtual local organisations but physically dispersed with an 
intensive communication over the sites. The complementary modules correspond to 
typical solutions in global organisations in which different sites develop different parts 
of a product. Similar is with shifted modules in which results from one site is acquired 
by another site. The parallel modules are not directly related to the global SE, but they 
indicate the diversity of possible solutions. 

The shared modules approach enables learning technical and cultural aspects of SE 
by working in internationally distributed development teams. The GSEEM students 
learn both 'technical' Software Engineering and Software Engineering in a global 
setting. In other words, the programme combines the technical profiles demanded by 



the European IT market with the global knowledge demanded worldwide. We aim at 
educating software engineers who are global citizens aware of cultural, geographical, 
economical and environmental differences, and can sensitively exploit this diversity in 
their profession. The teachers can also experience diversity in education by 
participating in teaching different modules at different places.  
 

4.2.2 Breaking the barrier of distance  

The GSEEM enables large flexibility in mobility. In the application, the students 
indicate their preferences regarding Profile and mobility. The GSEEM Selection 
Committee decides the enrolling university and the mobility path of each student, 
giving consideration to stated preferences and merits, and the principle of equal 
distribution of students in each university. 

During their studies the students study at two universities and obtain 50% ECTS at 
each university. After the first year at the enrolled university, the students move to 
another one, which depends on which profile the students have selected. This is shown 
in Figure 2.  

Year 1

MdH-SA MdH-SA

UDA-SA UDA-SA

VU-SA VU-SA

WU-SA WU-SA

Software architecting

Real-time Embedded systems engineering 

Web systems & services engineering

Year 2

MdH-ES

WU-ES

MdH-ES

WU-ES

WU-WS WU-WS

VU-WS VU-WS
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UDA-SA UDA-SA

VU-SA VU-SA

WU-SA WU-SA

Software architecting

Real-time Embedded systems engineering 

Web systems & services engineering

Year 2

MdH-ES

WU-ES

MdH-ES

WU-ES

WU-WS WU-WS

VU-WS VU-WS

 
 

Figure 2: GSEEM Mobility 

The students do their thesis work in the second university, and they are advised by 
teachers from both the enrolled and the second university. In some cases the teachers 
from all the four universities are part of the advising team to achieve maximum usage 
of available expertise within the consortium with respect to the topic of such projects.  

 



4.2.3 Impact of cultural differences on the way courses are taught 

We have been studying students’ prior education and background, and attitudes in 
the four universities to avoid the risks of misunderstanding due to cultural differences, 
and to achieve a harmonised effective work of the individuals and the teams.  
 
Students’ prior education and background. While all students to be enrolled to 
GSEEM need to have a Bachelor degree in Computer Science or similar, with (at least) 
180 ECTS, we noticed that there are some differences in the types of modules and 
project work duration at the Bachelor level. The main differences we identified consist 
in the degree of mathematics modules provided by the four universities(especially WU 
compared to the other three universities). This could be a potentially relevant issue for 
WU students interested to move to Italy during the second year of study. In fact, while 
WU provides 7.5 ECTS in Maths, UDA requires 56 ECTS in Maths (by considering 
both bachelor and Master courses) to award a Master Degree in Computer Science. This 
disparity could limit the mobility of WU students to Italy, though the effected ones will 
be only those with their bachelor degree also from WU. GSEEM plans to provide 
sufficient opportunities for such students with identified deficiencies to compensate by 
taking additional relevant courses, to the extent feasible on a case-by-case basis. 

Further, the VU students get in their Bachelor degree already a considerable number 
of modules including (or consisting of) practical projects where they learn project 
management and experience teamwork. These skills can be transferred to the 
international colleagues. 

 
Student attitudes.There are some cultural facets that influence the way SE related 
projects are addressed and carried out by the students. A study has been conducted 
between the VU and UDA universities in order to understand how students are used to 
work in the two universities. A similar study has been performed at MDH, on 
differences in attitude and way of working of Swedish students (students enrolled at 
MDH) and international students [7] (Section 6 reports on both studies). 

An aspect influencing teamwork is that the VU students like being independent. 
They highly value a certain degree of freedom in the way they manage work, deadlines, 
assignment of roles and tasks. The same holds for the way project assignments are 
formulated: the possibility to autonomously decide on the specific characteristics of the 
software application under development, or the technologies used, is highly 
appreciated. Freedom in the project increases motivation. UDA students are more 
academic, more concerned with specific technical issues like solving a design exercise. 

A cultural aspect that sometimes influences the quality of the results in less positive 
ways is that the VU students perceive requesting help from the teacher negatively, and 
when they have cooperation problems they insist in hiding them until it is too late. The 
UDA students, instead, consider it normal (as part of the education) to ask support from 
the teacher. Lastly, the Dutch society does not generally reward high grades. This 
results in a low level of competition: VU students often expect a large amount of work 
ensures a sufficient grade, even if the resulting deliverables are of a very poor quality. 
The Italian society, instead, is based on results: during job interviews, it is common for 
companies to ask for the grades obtained in specialized courses, and the Master degree 
grade. 



Similar to Dutch students, Swedish students do not assume grades to be the most 
important aspect, but rather the attractiveness of the topic (either as a topic that is of 
interest for employment, or attractive by itself). They can be engaged in during the 
teaching and even more during the project work if they find it motivating. They expect 
help from teachers when they ask, and they have no problem to ask for advice or for a 
help. Since the Swedish society insists on equal rights, the students do not feel that they 
need to hide something, but also that they have rights to decide what the best is for 
them. This means that their private concerns can be a good reason to do or not to do 
something required from the class. On the contrary, the international students are 
focused on the final results – the grades. So they perform for the best grade, i.e. what 
they think would be the most important factor in the teacher’s opinion. For example, 
they are less interested in team work if this does not bring direct results to their grade. 
As the examination period approaches the international students become more active, 
especially in the communication with the teachers.  

Based on this experience, the GSEEM has been designed to take into account such 
diversities, and maximize students learning outcomes from the programme. For 
example, the students have introductory lectures in which these differences are 
explained and discussed. We also have noticed that good results can be achieved with 
this diversity of students’ opinions if the students and teachers are aware of them; in 
most of the cases the students adjust their styles and their goals according to established 
rules (both official and unofficial). 

 

4.2.4 Breaking the barrier of communication: student-teacher (and student-student) 
relationship in an international study programme 

 

During the last two years, the GSEEM organizers have been regularly visiting the 
other universities, for dissemination, teaching and research collaborations. During such 
visits, we learned how student-teacher relationships vary from one to the other 
universities. In Sweden, for example, the student-teacher relationship is very informal, 
students and teachers call each other by first name, and without any formality. In Italy, 
the student-teacher relationship is more formal, and students approach teachers with the 
appellative “professor”, even if not explicitly required and even to PhD students and 
young researchers. At the VU University, students may influence departmental 
decisions, by providing quarterly evaluations of their teachers.  

Such differences have been carefully taken into consideration when designing 
GSEEM. Two tutors have been assigned to each student, each one lecturing in one of 
the two universities visited during the GSEEM. Our intention is to keep the student-
teacher relationships  informal following the Swedish model, but maximal flexibility 
will be allowed. The current experience shows that in most of cases the students and 
teaching staff adjust to the new situation quite easy and fast if they are aware of the 
cultural differences. We have noticed that this adjustment usually goes smoother with 
European students than for example Asian students. Some other aspects require more 
efforts in explanation of their importance, for example a sense for time, which varies in 
different cultures.  From teacher’s side the adjustments are smaller problems since in 
most of the cases the teachers are also international researchers aware of diversity in 
cultures. To reduce the risks for cultural mismatches we also prepare seminars for 



teachers given by guests from the partners universities in which the education systems 
and cultural differences are discussed. 
 
 
5. Non-academic issues and GSEEM solutions 

During preparation of the common, integrated programme we faced a number of 
problems and challenges. Some of them were result of “objective” or permanent 
differences, because of differences in time, such as a start of academic year, or in the 
differences in the performance of the classes, such as division of academic year into 
two, three or four semesters or study periods. Some differences were in admission 
requirements, some in examination requirements. The other challenges were related to 
the recognition procedures of programmes from other universities. While the academics 
were in general enthusiastic in building the common programme, the university 
administration has approached the programme with more considerations and sometimes 
scepticism. Our goal was to provide one common programme transparent to the 
specifics at different universities, and at the same time compliant with the existing rules 
at each university. This required a great flexibility in building the programme and 
mutual understanding between the sites. Fortunately, the Bologna Process helped us 
greatly; several of partner universities were in the process of acquiring the Bologna 
system, and this process has been certainly going in a direction of decreasing the gap 
between the universities. Also, the fact that the universities were in a process of change 
has helped in acceptance of some changes required from academics in order to make the 
programme as transparent as possible. 

Here we discuss some of the issues we encountered and our solutions. 
 
5.1. Administrative issues and solutions 

The administrative issues were related to different types of recognition criteria: (i) 
admission criteria, (ii) recognition of the Master degree and (iii) recognition of dual 
degree. Again our goal was to achieve the same results from the students’ point of view 
independently of which path and universities they choose. 
 

5.1.1 Admission 
 
Admission criteria are common for all four universities and are independent of the 
degree, selected profile and institution of enrolment. The criteria are the following: 
 
• A Bachelor degree or equivalent degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering 

or equivalent subjects with a minimum of 180 ECTS or equivalent points.  
• The list of selected modules is controlled to make sure that any prerequisite 

modules have been passed. These modules (at least 60% of all modules) must 
belong to the fields of Computer Science, Software Engineering and Mathematics. 

• Proven competence in both written and spoken English to the university standard.   
 
In addition to these standard criteria we have identified a number of qualitative 

criteria. Our aim is to select the best students and this is to be achieved by judging their 
skills through their grades, CVs and the covering letters. Our experience is that a 
personal letter describing individual interests and vision differentiate students with 
similar grades. Furthermore, we prioritise the students with additional record of 



excellence (such as best students at the local university, possible involvement in 
research projects, visits to other universities and similar).  

 
5.1.2 Recognition of modules and the Master degrees 
 

Recognition of particular modules was not a problem since this had been resolved in 
principle by signing Erasmus/Socrates agreements. 

Recognition of the programmes and recognition of dual Master degrees are, however, 
much more difficult tasks. To make the entire process possible we have divided it in 
two phases: (i) identification of required activities and their formal approval from all 
sites; (ii) carrying out identified activities. The only way to achieve this was through 
peer-to-peer recognition. While the identification of the activities went relatively 
smoothly, carrying out identified activities required different efforts from different 
universities – from simple and fast recognition to complicated and long process.  

The GSEEM programme is founded on joint curriculum design, which forms a basis 
for mutual recognition of the programme. Faculty Boards on every site have signed 
bilateral agreements that include recognition of the joint programme and recognition of 
the modules in the programme and approval of the double degree. According to these 
agreements each party will approve the Master degree for a student who has obtained at 
least 50% of ECTS required for the Master degree at the local university and at least 
50% of ECTS required for the Master degree at the partner university.  

The principle of the recognition of the dual Master degree was based on the principle 
that the students meet the requirements of the particular universities on which they 
study. These requirements differ slightly from university and university, and the 
differences are identified pair-wise. Since students attending two universities must 
fulfil requirements of both universities to obtain the double degree, they have 
possibility to tailor their curriculum by selecting different optional models.  In some 
cases, students can study at two universities but cannot obtain the double Master degree 
without successfully completing additional modules. For example, requirements for a 
number of obtained ECTS in mathematical modules differ between universities. These 
requirements have been identified and are available to the students. In order to help the 
students to obtain the double degree, their mentors help them in forming their 
individual study plan.  

 
 

5.2. Organizational issues and solutions 

In addition to providing compliance with the particular universities and utilisation of 
local existing support as much as possible, the common integrated programme required 
organisation of support for specific needs of the students and coordination of 
collaborative provision. We have tried to introduce minimal additional administration. 
The GSEEM organisation is small and “loosely coupled”; the representatives from each 
university - the GSEEM Local Chairs - constitute the Consortium Board chaired by a 
Coordinator (each year from a different institution). 

Other organisational issues are related to students’ mobility: their acceptance at the 
first and the second university and their seamless integration into the new environment. 
Before the students move to other university, they are informed about the new 
university, the student life and general social context by the guest teachers from the 
new university. Also, through shared activities in the shared modules, the students 
acquaint themselves with the new environment. Upon arrival at the second university, 



the students also attend special introductory seminars organized by the universities. 
Several of the four universities provide such seminars for all exchange international 
students with a very positive experience. These seminars usually conclude with student 
parties which aim to help with assimilation of new students. The GSEEM Local Chairs 
together with the local Student-Staff Committee organise periodical meetings (two 
times per semester) with the students to discuss their work and any possible problems, 
and prepare and help them for moving to the other university. Furthermore, each 
student is allocated two personal tutors who monitors the student’s progress through the 
course, offers advice and encouragement, highlights problems, and determines jointly 
with the student any necessary remedial action.  

 
5.3. Economic issues and solutions 

The economic issues have been the most sensitive part in aligning the principles. Our 
primary goal that students are treated in the same way independently at which 
university they enrol was not possible to fulfil. The tuition fee policy is different in 
different universities – from a case where there is a high tuition fee to a case where 
there is no tuition fee at all. For this reason the selected GSEEM policy is that the 
students pay the tuition fee to the university they are first enrolled in. The students are 
counted as “regular” students enrolled at that university. No money transfer takes place 
between universities. However, partner universities are responsible to ensure that a 
number of visiting GSEEM students at the university is equal to the number of GSEEM 
students moving to other universities (so that the total number of GSEEM students 
present at the university is the same). This may cause some problems, in the case of 
unbalance (more students either want to go or to come). Since one university without 
tuition fee can actually receive more students than it sends, and other three universities 
which have tuition fee can send more students than receive, this problem can be solved. 

To help students financially with additional costs when moving, we will try to utilize 
other possibilities of funding, such as Erasmus/Socrates and some national funding. For 
example, MDH has a funding for guest students in cooperation with local industry. 
 
6. Experience 

While we are in the early phase of implementation of the programme, each partner 
institution has ample experience in global education, especially in the implementation 
of the complementary and common modules.  

 
6.1. Common module 

For the last five years the common module Distributed Software Development [7] 
has been successfully performed between MDH and the Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, Croatia (FER). Between 15 to 20 
students participate each year from each site. Interestingly enough, the module has 
shown to be especially attractive for international guest students; usually students from 
five to ten different nationalities participate in the module, which provides an additional 
multicultural dimension to performing software projects. The module has been designed 
as a combination of lectures, guest presentations and distributed projects, executed 
jointly by the help of Internet-based tools. All elements in the module are preformed 
together by the two sites; the lectures are common and equally distributed between the 
sides; lecturers from both sites give the lectures and the lectures are transmitted using 



the video-conference system; students from both sites participate in them; finally the 
projects are performed together by both sites. 

 The lectures cover three areas: (i) technical, which includes modelling and design of 
software systems, in particular distributed and pervasive systems, (ii) project 
management, which includes managing distributed software projects, project 
organizational issues and their relation to software architecture, and (iii) cultural 
differences between the people (in everyday situations, in business, in education). The 
guest lecturers are from international companies such as ABB, IBM, SAAB, Ericsson 
Space presenting their experience in distributed development, the challenges they meet, 
the lessons learned and best practices. Typically 3-4 guest lecturers give presentations.  

The lectures give the basic insights in distributed development. The main focus of 
the module is project development. Each year the module offers several middle-size 
projects that are supposed to be performed by a group of 6-8 students during eight 
weeks. The projects include all phases of the software development (requirements 
specification, design, implementation, integration, delivery and acceptance tests). The 
structure of a project is shown in Figure 4. The students that form a project are from the 
two sites, 3-4 students from each site. One of the students is the project manager who 
has the overall responsibility for the project. For larger groups often a local project 
manager is defined who has the overall responsibility for the local site. One of the 
teachers acts as the customer (typically a younger researcher), and in addition there is 
the project steering group that is constituted from the teachers (typically senior 
researchers) from both sides.  

Site 1 Site 2

Project  members

Project manager

Project customer

Steering group

Students

Teachers

 
 

Figure 3: DSD project structure 

The projects are performed in the following way: the project customer outlines the 
requirements which are then negotiated and specified in detail by the project team. The 
project team reports the project state to the project steering group every week in 
common meetings sent over the video-conference system. The project members have 
possibility to communicate using standard tools such as Skype, chat programs and to 
some extent the video-conference system. There is a common project structure based on 



CVS and the projects have their web pages which include additional support for sharing 
documents, discussion groups and similar means for communication over the Internet. 
In general the main goal in the project is to remove the distance factor as much as 
possible. 

The experience and repeatable analysis of the module, based on the students’ 
performance, the project results, the project reports, data measured from the project 
database and the inquiries and student interviews, have indicated which elements of the 
module require to be specially considered, what are the difficulties, and what is the 
added value.  

We have experienced the following elements that are more difficult to perform or 
achieve: 

• The coordination of distributed projects, especially in the early phases is difficult 
and there is a risk that the project starts too late. The reason is an additional time 
the project group needs to establish the relations and communication required for an 
efficient performance of the project. The reason is unawareness of a local group of 
the other side, and a weaker sense of a team. We address this issue by introducing a 
warm-up phase in all students projects (as mentioned by Favela and Pena-Mora [15] 
as well) where the students exchange their contact information and availability, get 
to know each other and assign roles and responsibilities. 

• An efficient students’ performance is threatened due to possible misunderstanding 
and cultural differences. The students may have different understanding of 
priorities, accuracy, the meaning of the verbal expressions and timing performance. 
For this reason we have introduced a procedure in the warm-up phase in which all 
team members explain their personal perception of the work to be done. For 
instance, they explain what they plan to contribute and what they expect the 
colleagues to provide as well as the given support. 

• The means of communication are still limited and cannot fully replace the direct 
communication. However, in most of the cases the problems are outweighed by 
higher student motivation for cooperation, and most of the results (the deliverables 
and the project performance) are of higher quality than one would expect. From the 
anonymous enquires made we have learnt that the students are very enthusiastic 
about the module, not only about the subject itself but also that they can collaborate 
with people they never met in person. On two occasions several students visited 
other site on their own initiative, which clearly illustrated their enthusiasm. More 
information about the module (and students’ evaluations) can be found in [9]. 
Though, during the classes we inform the students about the typical communication 
risks, and the ways to resolve them. 

 
6.2 Complementary module 

A complementary module, composed of modules ‘Modelling of Web Applications’ 
(MWA) and ‘Advanced Topics in Software Design’ (ATSD), is being taught since 
academic year 2005/2006 at UDA and VU. Its main objective is to teach 
complementary SE concepts in parallel through common projects, and let the two 
student populations experience the issues around global development. The MWA 
module, for instance, teaches how to use UML for Modelling Web Applications. It 
covers 12 lectures teaching UML, and 12 lectures on specific Web modelling methods. 
Much attention is given to the quality and thoroughness of the delivered design, the 



ample usage of the taught modelling concepts, and traceability among different models. 
The ATSD module, instead, includes three lectures providing the basic knowledge 
about effective design documentation, design rationale and rationale for the selection of 
UML diagrams, and five additional lectures on specialised design topics, among which 
is Web design. Much attention is given to the quality of the design document, 
documentation of the rationale, correct and motivated use of the selected topic.  

In the context of this complementary module, MWA and ATSD students work in 
teams in a common project especially designed to let them learn complementary SE 
topics from both MWA and ATSD modules. Experiments carried out in the last two 
years have shown that such combination of complementary module with shared projects 
improve traditional teaching in two ways:  
• Learning by doing: by working in joint UDA-VU teams, the students can put theory 

into practice and learn the contents taught in the other module. Secondly, they gain 
experience in how global design is carried out in a distributed setting (use of tools 
for distributed collaboration, effective documentation and communication). Lastly, 
they gain insight in the core issues specific to global software development, like 
working with different cultures. In our module, the students from the two students 
populations work in shared international project teams, where tasks and 
responsibilities are assigned according to the specific background of each student 
population, but at the same time ensuring knowledge transfer from one population 
to the other. For example, the UDA students have main responsibility in using the 
MWA approach for the detailed system design, whereas the VU students have to 
analyze requirements, make design decisions, review the UDA design for feedback, 
and ensure documentation quality. 

• Learning by osmosis: by collaborating in international projects, the complementary 
SE contents are transferred more effectively between the two student groups, and 
the learning period is shortened. In our module, the material about Web design 
taught in 8 hours at the UDA is also summarized as one of the specialization topics 
at the VU (2 hours). The other way round, the material about design documentation 
and rationale, taught in 6 hours at the VU, is also summarized to the UDA students 
in one lecture (2 hours). In this way, the two student populations have their specific 
in-depth background and a general understanding of the background of their 
colleagues. Hence, they have the means to learn by osmosis from the international 
colleagues. In addition, by assigning students from the two institutions to a common 
project team, they can come into contact with different job experience, skills and 
cultures. 

 
In addition, we used traditional classes to teach “local” (i.e. module specific) SE 

contents defining the differentiating factors of the populations. A related issue is the 
need to define common evaluation criteria to be applied in both modules to assess the 
results of the shared projects. To this end, we defined common grading criteria for the 
project deliverables and for the project teamwork. The first are: correctness, originality, 
internal consistency and traceability, documentation quality (e.g. UML correctness, 
essence, relevant decisions), and link to the selected topic. The second are: teamwork 
planning (e.g. schedule and allocate work; arrange meetings; consensus on tool usage); 
team functioning; use of coordination & collaboration tools; role assignment; quality of 
the assessment of the peer-team work (local/international peers); quality of the support 
provided to the peers; questionnaire. In this way we make differentiate the quality of 
the technical results from the performance of the team. 



 
Our experience so far led to the following observations: 
• The international teams encounter problems in the initial phase of their common 

project. Main reasons have been: the physical distance among the team members 
causes expectable communication delays. Nonetheless, these delays have been 
worsened by the fact that the students were locally busy with other modules, which 
have been perceived of higher priority simply because less distant. This was 
especially true for the VU students, which in their first Master year have multiple 
modules embracing practical projects: they need some time to learn how to best 
distribute their efforts across the different projects. As explained, we introduced a 
warm-up phase at the start of the projects. In addition, the students get study 
material about global software development, and participate in a brainstorming 
session together with the teachers, to discuss the global issues, both expected and 
typical, together with the plans to solve them. The students are asked to reflect upon 
the global issues in advance, and come to the session with a list of issues and their 
solutions. In this way, we raise awareness and understanding. 

• The international team members heavily relied on the correct and effective 
functioning of software tools supporting communication among team members. In 
some cases, problems with email servers or with tool versions caused additional 
delays, and misunderstandings, resulting in decreased quality of results. Our 
solution to this issue is to (1) make the students aware of it, and (2) let them fill in 
an on-line form including all contact information like phone numbers, email and 
chat addresses. 

• We noticed that the students felt some “lack of ownership” of their project results: 
within a team, if for instance the UDA students were responsible for the section 
describing the technical Web design, the VU students assumed that a design 
problem was not “their fault” and were not feeling responsible for finding a 
solution. In a similar way, if for instance the UDA students completed their 
deliverable sections, they assumed to be finished and were not worrying about the 
status of the deliverable as a whole. In general, the international teams have been 
“too” effective in splitting tasks, and this decreased shared ownership. This also 
decreased, in our opinion, the learning-by-doing effect. Though this is a very 
difficult issue, we try to solve it by introducing roles especially facilitating 
international- collaboration and knowledge transfers. An example is the role of 
“aligner” checking that e.g. the contributions of the distributed team members are 
consistent. The aligner must gain the expertise of the cross-border colleagues and 
must know who is responsible for what (typical issue in global software 
development) to inform the right person about inconsistencies. By periodically 
rotating this role, all team members gain the same knowledge and experience. 

• Geographical distance and separation of responsibilities further caused “lack of 
team building”. This in turn decreased learning-by-osmosis effect: without the sense 
of being a part of the team, the students were less curious to broaden the interaction 
with their international partners beyond the purely academic assignment, and hence 
learned less from one another. Integrating roles like that of the aligner aim at 
solving this problem, too. Further, shared grading criteria (and grades!) increase the 
feeling of “common fate”. In addition, we are investigating the possibility of 
involving companies working in global settings to sponsor the project, so that the 
international team-mates can meet the colleagues in person (simulating the 
industrial pattern commonly named “the travelling architect”. 



• Both teachers responsible for the MWA and ATSD modules personally taught both 
the local full classes and the summarizing class abroad. For instance, in 2006 the 
lecturer from UDA visited the VU and gave the summarizing lecture; the lecturer 
from VU gave the summarizing lecture in tele-teaching, and the UDA students 
studied in advance the suggested material and prepared specific questions. This 
created vicinity between the lecturers and the students’ population: by knowing the 
person assessing their work, the students were more motivated to participate in 
shared projects. This teaches us not to underestimate the importance of teaching 
staff mobility and personal involvement of lecturers. Further, it seems that informal 
student-teacher relationships, common in North European countries and typical of 
scientific communities, favours team building. 

 
7. Conclusions 

Software Engineering is a broad discipline and in a Master programme it is not 
possible to cover all its facets. There are two risks: either covering too many facets too 
superficially, or focusing on particular facets and neglecting some essentials. The 
GSEEM programme overcomes these risks by offering more modules and keeping them 
tightly integrated. From a technical perspective, the GSEEM provides a broader state-
of-the-art knowledge than it would be possible to offer at each individual university. 
From a global perspective, it offers its students an opportunity to experience the 
technical, social, and cultural challenges of global development. The specialisation in 
the selected fields (web and service engineering, component- and model-based 
engineering, real-time embedded systems, industrial controllers, and mobile 
applications) makes it possible to obtain a deep technical knowledge and get insights in 
to current and pertinent research issues. With specialised modules in research 
methodologies and professional ethics being part of the GSEEM curricula we expect to 
create an impact on the quality of our graduates and societal relevance of their 
education. Our goals are that GSEEM students become aware of, and trained to work 
with diversity (e.g. cultural, social, and economical), know how to communicate and 
collaborate in a global networked team, interpret diversity and exploit it in their 
professional and personal lives. To achieve these goals and to realise the idea of global, 
distributed education, a multi-dimensional perspective addressing technical, research, 
pedagogical, social and organisational challenges is essential. Our experience so far and 
our expectations are that a systematic approach in analysis of these issues and taking 
appropriate and adaptive measures to solve these problems, makes it possible to build 
up a successful education and training programme in global SE.  
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